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PARIS: Vincent Martinez, one the defendants, speaks to press after three for-
mer Air France employees on trial for ripping company executives’ shirts
during a dispute over layoffs were found guilty  in a case that highlighted
the country’s sometimes violent labor relations. —AFP

PARIS: Three former Air France employees
on trial for ripping company executives’
shirts during a dispute over layoffs were
found guilty yesterday in a case that high-
lighted the country’s fraught labor rela-
tions. They were given suspended prison
sentences of three to four months over the
attack in October 2015 that left one execu-
tive naked to the waist and another with
his shirt and jacket in tatters.

Appearing in court in northeast Paris,
two others who faced the same charges of
“organized violence” were acquitted. The
company said the sentences “enable us to
close this sad episode”, but lawyer Lilia
Mhissen, acting on behalf of most of the
defendants, said she would encourage
them to appeal. Images of furious activists
chasing down the executives at the air-
line’s headquarters on the edge of Paris
made the front pages around the world
when the confrontation took place.

The protests were led by the hard-left
CGT, France’s largest union, over the air-
line’s plans to cut 2,900 jobs. Ten other for-
mer and current employees from the com-
pany were fined 500 Euros ($530) yester-
day for damaging the company’s property
after they broke down a gate at the head-
quarters during the demonstration.

Pierre Plissonnier, director of long-haul
operations at the airline, had told the
court of his “humiliation” at seeing pic-
tures of himself with a ripped shirt and
jacket scrambling over a fence to escape
the mob. The court also viewed footage in
which a worker can be heard threatening

human resources boss Xavier Broseta
before he was stripped to the waist in
front of television cameras. Prime Minister
Manuel Valls had called for the defen-
dants, whom he branded “rogues”, to be
given stiff sentences.

Union activism 
The attack came to symbolize the often

fraught relations between company exec-
utives and trade union representatives in
France and led to questions about the lim-
its of legitimate protest.  Incidents of so-
called “boss-napping”, in which executives
are held against their will during negotia-
tions over job cuts, have spread in recent
years. In 2014, workers at a Goodyear tire
factory in northern France held two direc-
tors captive for close to 300 hours to
protest the closure of the plant.

The CGT has organized protests against
the Air France trial, with one member
accusing the company and courts of “crim-
inalizing union action.” Air France-KLM
returned to profit last year after seven
years of losses, but faces stiff competition
from Asian and Gulf airlines as well as new,
low-cost long-haul alternatives.

Air  France,  which employs around
55,000 people, still faces tensions with
pilots and flight crews who staged strikes
in late July. The airline also faces a down-
turn in bookings, notably by Japanese,
Chinese and American customers,
because of the string of jihadist attacks
that have hit France over the past two
years.  —AFP

3 guilty in Air France 
‘shirt-ripping’ trial

EISENSTADT: Campaigners for Austria’s
Greens-backed presidential candidate
Alexander Van der Bellen are having a hard
time in Burgenland state, where the far-

right has carved out a cozy alliance with the
Social Democrats, one of the country’s two
main parties. The SPOe, which grew out of a
Marxist worker’s movement and remains

close to the unions, broke a major taboo
last year by entering into a coalition with
the populist Freedom Party (FPOe).

As a result, the FPOe’s presidential
poster boy Norbert Hofer is expected to
easily beat his rival on December 4 in the
eastern region, on Hungary’s border. The
45-year-old scored over 60 percent in
Burgenland in the first run-off in May,
which was annulled over procedural irregu-
larities. “Some local SPOe mayors are sup-
porting Van der Bellen... but there are many
who don’t openly campaign for Hofer but
will vote for him,” Burgenland Greens MP
Regina Petrik told AFP in a recent interview.

Burgenland’s political marriage is “the
first great tear in the red barricade put up in
1986” when Franz Vranitzky broke off the
short-lived coalition with the FPOe after he
was elected chancellor, according to
Austrian news magazine Profil. It is also a
clear sign of both the seemingly unstop-
pable rise of the FPOe and the crisis plagu-
ing the ruling establishment, made up of
the SPOe and the conservative People’s
Party. Like elsewhere in Europe and the US,
disgruntled voters punished the traditional
parties by knocking their two presidential
candidates out of the first round in April.

‘Extraordinarily good’ 
In Eisenstadt, Burgenland’s small capital

of 14,000 people, the SPOe sees the union
as a solution to the weakening of the
Austrian left. “On the one hand there’s ide-

ology, on the other pragmatism. Ideology
would have eventually pushed us into the
opposition,” SPOe Burgenland chief Helmut
Schuster told AFP.

His party lost a whopping six points at
the regional polls in May 2015 despite win-
ning the race, dropping to 42 percent. The
SPOe decided to skip its conservative part-
ner, which had come second, and instead
turn to the third-placed FPOe to form a
regional government. “It’s a way of winning
back voters who left us for the FPOe by
making them a new offer,” Schuster said.
The move had been carefully planned.
Ahead of the ballot, the SPOe had already
gauged members’ opinions about a possi-
ble far-right alliance.

“Close to 90 percent were in favor,”
according to Geza Molnar, head of FPOe
Burgenland. Negotiations between the two
parties went smoothly, he said.  Hans Niessl,
who has led the SPOe Burgenland for more
than 15 years, “prioritized security and the
job market, with a political course very sim-
ilar to ours,” Molnar told AFP. 

Those who see a “taboo break” in the
coalition are mainly “elite Social
Democrats” from outside Burgenland.
“We’ve created a positive image on a local
level, with goal-oriented personalities
showing that they want to work together,”
he added. The SPOe also hails what it calls
an “extraordinarily good collaboration”
with the FPOe, highlighting among other
things the successful management of tens

of thousands of migrants that trekked
through the state last year. 

Model for the future? 
Eisenstadt residents seem happy with

the arrangement. “It’s good that the parties
are able to sit around the same table,” said a
couple in their 30s, who did not want to be
identified. “You can’t really say that the
FPOe’s presence is being felt on a regional
level.” Petrik agrees that the impact has
been subtle but warns that therein lies the
danger. “The atmosphere and the rhetoric
have changed, the words are no longer
those of the SPOe,” the Greens MP noted.

She criticizes the heavy focus on securi-
ty in Burgenland, where crime statistics
were already the lowest in Austria long
before last year’s election. And yet police
numbers are being stocked up, giving peo-
ple “the false impression that they’re living
in an insecure world, which isn’t true”, said
Petrik. Despite her reservations, the
Burgenland example could become a mod-
el for Austria’s next government. 

The far-right, which consistently leads
opinion polls, is tipped to win the sched-
uled 2018 general election. The SPOe, led
by Chancellor Christian Kern, recently
launched talks to define “criteria” for coali-
tion partners.  Although the FPOe has not
been explicitly named, they’re definitely on
everyone’s mind-much to Molnar’s delight.
“Our alliance has helped erase the preju-
dices toward the FPOe,” he said.  —AFP

Austria far-right and left happy with regional union

MANTES-LA-VILLE: Emilie Fougerolles
voted for the far left in 2012 and is
“troubled by the racism” of France’s far-
right National Front, but nevertheless
she is seriously thinking of voting for its
presidential candidate Marine Le Pen
next year. 

The 34-year-old sales clerk lives in
the Paris dormitory town of Mantes-la-
Ville, one of 10 cities the National Front

(FN) seized control of during municipal
elections in 2014.

Since then, residents are
relieved that “nothing has
changed in our daily l ives,”
Fougerolles said in the low-rise
town some 50 kilometers west of
the French capital. The string of
jihadist attacks that have claimed
238 lives in France since January
2015 have contributed to the shift
in the town of around 20,000
inhabitants.

‘Permanent fear’ 
“We live in permanent fear,” said

Fougerolles, who was especially
shaken by the jihadist murder in June
this year of a police officer and his
companion in Magnanville, just a few
kilometers away. One of her four
daughters was taking a judo class
only 200 meters away from the scene
of the attack at the time. That was

when Fougerolles began taking an
interest in Le Pen. “She has good
ideas when it comes to terrorism,”
Fougerolles said. “If her name weren’t
Le Pen I would have no doubts at all
about voting for her.” The 48-year-old
FN leader is the youngest daughter
of the fiery and openly xenophobic
Jean-Marie Le Pen, who led the party
for nearly 40 years. 

Since succeeding him in 2011 she
has worked to shed the party’s racist
and anti-Semitic image while hoping

to capitalise on economic gloom and
concern about Europe’s biggest
migrant crisis since World War II. As
part of this strategy, she has report-
edly instructed FN mayors not to
make waves in their cities. Cyril
Nauth, a 35-year-old history and
geography teacher and the first FN
mayor in the Paris region, failed to
see through on his campaign promis-

es to block a new mosque in Mantes-
la-Ville, though he has cut subsidies
to civic groups.

Le Pen has also seized on the fears
generated by the attacks with prom-
ises of boosting security and counter-
ing perceived Islamic inroads into
French society. The so-called “de-
demonising” strategy has translated
into votes, and the party won 28 per-
cent in the first round of last year’s
regional elections, though it was
defeated in the run-off when the

mainstream parties worked together
to block it.

Now, thanks partly to deep disar-
ray on the left, voter surveys predict
that Le Pen will come in second or
even first in the first round of the
presidential vote in April, qualifying
her for the May run-off. She is then
tipped to lose, most likely to the new-
ly chosen rightwing candidate
Francois Fillon. But after the shock
election of Donald Trump in the
United States, no-one is writing off Le
Pen’s chances.

‘I won’t hide it’    
Franck Party, a 49-year-old super-

market manager, said he would “nev-
er” have voted for Jean-Marie Le Pen
because he is “too over the top,” but
he has voted FN since Marine took
over. “Her positions on defending
France’s identity resonate with me,”
he said, adding that he opposes
“mass immigration” and the “dictator-
ship of Brussels”.

Like Party, many residents of
Mantes-la-Ville, which is slightly
poorer than the national average,
make no bones about voting FN. “I
won’t hide it,” said Alain Baudouin, a
56-year-old former carworker who
has taken early retirement, slam-
ming “these immigrants who have
everything”. A former mason who
gave his name only as Frederic
agreed, saying he was sacked
“because of Turkish and Polish work-
ers”, adding: “Vive the FN”.

Patricia, a 58-year-old woman
who works at Mantes-la-Ville’s town
hall, said she did not regret voting FN
in the 2014 municipal elections, and
said she would vote for Le Pen in
2017. Like Fougerolles, she has seen
little change in the city. “Maybe the
streets are cleaner?” she said, before
adding that for her the main thing is:
“We need to revitalize France!” A
woman in her 70s who declined to
give her name said she voted for the
FN mayor because she was “fed up of
state handouts and immigrants.” But
when it comes to the presidency, she
said she preferred Fillon. Being mayor
is “after all not the same as running a
country,” she said. —AFP

A Paris town’s brash 
shift to the far right
String of jihadist attacks changing mindsets

MANTES-LA-VILLE: This file photo taken on March 31, 2014 shows Cyril Nauth, newly elected
mayor of Mantes-la-Ville for the French far-right Front National (FN) party, posing in front of the
city hall of Mantes-la-Ville. —AFP

HUNTINGDON: Armed with high-vis jackets, a lad-
der and a half-inch spanner, Tony Bennett and
Derek Norman are the foot soldiers of Brexit, wag-
ing a slow but successful battle against metrication,
one street at a time. As the setting sun casts an
orange glow on the high street in Thaxted, a small
town in southeast England, Bennett carefully sticks
a plastic card onto a street sign so it gives distances
in yards, not meters. “They were such nice signs, it
was a shame to alter them,” Norman, the 82-year-
old chairman of Active Resistance to Metrication
(ARM), told AFP.

Speaking at his home in Huntingdon, eastern
England, after the Thaxted job, he said imperial
measurements are “part of our culture” that need
defending. Britain first began introducing the
metric system in the 1960s, and the move was
accelerated by the need to harmonize measure-
ments across the European Union. But the gov-
ernment has stepped back from ditching imperial
measures altogether due to public opposition,
driven by activists such as Norman and Bennett-
both supporters of the anti-EU UK Independence
Party (UKIP).

Today, while most public business and packaged
food use metric units, traffic signs are in miles and
yards and beer, cider and milk are sold in pints. In the
confusion, local authorities and businesses continue
to install signs in meters-which Norman and Bennett,
ARM’s secretary, feel they have a duty to amend.

“When we took down the first sign my heart was
beating in fear that we would be arrested,” said
Bennett. “After you do it a few times, you lose the
fear.” They see their campaign as a crucial part in
harnessing support for Britain to leave the
European Union, which culminated in the June vote
for Brexit.

Arrested seven times 
ARM’s 15-year campaign is testament to the

authority of the high-vis jacket often they are left
alone to amend or remove signs, with passers-by
and even police assuming they are working for a
local authority. In jobs ranging from Stansted
Airport to the Tower of London, Bennett insists
they are only taking down illegal signs and are
therefore doing nothing wrong. The 69-year-old
says that more often than not local authorities
admit their mistake and amend the signs them-
selves, with more than 3,000 signs taken down
nationwide as a result.

However, he has been arrested seven times and
in 2002 was convicted of criminal damage and
theft, although the latter conviction was over-
turned. On the wall in Norman’s sitting room is a
cartoon of greengrocer Stephen Thoburn, one of
the “Metric Martyrs” who was prosecuted for failing
to adhere to the new rules on metric weights and
measures.

“I have felt that I’m a rebel. but I also feel that

there’s really a lot of people who feel like me and
they’re rebels as well,” said Norman, sipping a cup of
tea. At its peak, ARM was made up of about 100
activists, including Norman’s wife Kay, who acted as
a look-out. Her codename was “half-pint”, while
Norman’s was “wun-tun”. Bennett opted for “hun-
dredweight”, because, he explained, “it’s a quirky
measure — 112 pounds-that summarizes our
weights and measures system. It’s completely daft
but we like it.”

‘Time will prove their folly’ 
A former Royal Air Force radio engineer, Norman

accepts that the metric system is here to stay for
many areas of public life. But he says: “Most people
measure their height in feet and inches, most peo-
ple want to lose a pound or a stone in weight-and
that’s nationwide. Why do we need to change?” He
adds: “It was our own system of measurements that
brought about the industrial revolution and put the
great into Great Britain.”

For Derek Pollard, the secretary of the UK Metric
Association, however, the current system is unsus-
tainable. “There are already many areas of metric
usage in the UK economy, from construction and
manufacturing, science, medicine and mapping,
and for these, there is no going back,” he told AFP.
He sees no benefit in prosecuting people like ARM
through the courts, however, saying: “Time will
prove the folly of their activities.”  —AFP

Brexiteers fighting EU’s metric system

VIENNA: In this May 20, 2016 file photo Norbert Hofer candidate for
presidential elections of Austria’s Freedom Party, FPOE, and Heinz-
Christian Strache, from left, head of Austria’s Freedom Party, FPOE, look
out at supporters during the final election campaign event. —AP

BRUSSELS: The EU unveiled ambitious
plans yesterday to boost joint defense
spending including on shared assets like
drones and helicopters, as concerns grow
that President-elect Donald Trump may
downgrade the US security commitment.

Trump shocked longtime NATO allies in
Europe when he suggested on the cam-
paign trail be would think twice about com-
ing to their aid if they had not paid their
defense dues. That prospect, combined with
the Ukraine and migrant crises plus nuclear-
armed Britain’s shock vote to quit the
European Union, have moved security
sharply up the bloc’s agenda.

“If Europe does not take care of its own
security, nobody else will do it for us,”
European Commission head Jean-Claude
Juncker said in a statement as the plans
were announced. “A strong, competitive and
innovative defense industrial base is what
will give us strategic autonomy,” said
Juncker, who has long pushed for a more

active EU military role and ultimately what
he calls a “European Army”.

To stand on its own two feet, the EU
“must invest in the common development
of technologies and equipment of strategic
importance-from land, air, sea and space
capabilities to cyber security,” he said.  What
is known as the European Defense Action
Plan targets more efficient defense spend-
ing and increased joint research and pro-
curement.

‘Competitive defense market’
It proposes increasing the current 25 mil-

lion euros ($27 million) allocated to defense
research in the overall EU budget to 90 million
euros by 2020, when it should be replaced by
a dedicated program worth 500 million annu-
ally. Another fund, potentially worth five bil-
lion euros per year, would help member states
acquire military assets jointly so as to reduce
the cost, the statement said, citing as exam-
ples drones or helicopters. —AFP

EU to boost joint 
defense spending


